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BallenIsles
Lighting
Swim & Sport
Summer Membership
Show
Report
By Phil Ackerman

Chairman, BICA Energy Conservation Committee

Unlimited access to:
• Dozens of group fitness classes
• Heated outdoor pool & sprayground
• Children’s playgrounds
• Indoor gymnasium
• And so much more!

$100

Individual

$150

Couple

$200
Family

Bring in this ad and
receive a fourth
month free.
For questions or more information
call 561-712-5225 today
Offer valid from June 1 to September 30 for new members only.
Member must sign up before July 1 and will receive three months
from the date of registration. Fee must be paid in full.

5221 Hood Road, Palm Beach Gardens • JCConline.com

It used to be easy to replace a light bulb - simply go in with the
old one and match it! Those days are over! On my last visit
to Home Depot, there was no bulb that I could recognize as
a replacement. There was an amazing assortment of colors,
shapes, and sizes! As Chairman of the Energy Conservation
Committee, I proposed a Lighting Show to educate our
owners on the current state of lighting. We invited Home
Depot to present a hands-on demo, and they were pleased to
accommodate us.
On Saturday, April 18th, Home Depot arrived with four of
their lighting experts, along with a huge assortment of lighting
accessories. Their bulbs were predominantly LED based, with
different colors and sizes. Most fit our standard sockets. A few
required socket extenders to accommodate their larger cooling
fins. The savings in electricity are huge, on the order of 3 to 1
over the old incandescent models. You will have to experiment
with the colors to find one you prefer for each location.
One section of their display was devoted to remote monitoring
of our homes using cell phones. Their equipment allows one
to monitor and adjust internal temperatures, see if anyone is
moving around your home, and be “alarmed” for fire and smoke
conditions.
Another display showed several outdoor lighting options that
require no external power or wiring. During the day each
fixture stores energy to illuminate an area at night. The fixtures
are simply stuck into the lawn wherever they are desired.
In summary, go in with your old bulb, and the lighting experts
at Home Depot will educate you on a suitable space-age
replacement!
We also invited three car dealers to display all-electric
automobiles. Their three models were well received.
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
This month, I am beginning rather than ending with a quote. “We have a choice
to use the gift of our lives to make the world a better place.” -- Dr. Jane Goodall.
We have encountered so many people who are doing exactly what Dr. Goodall
recommends. Let me offer a few examples: security guards who rescue turtles
in trouble, baby birds who can’t fly, ducklings stuck in swimming pools and
recently in a storm drain; a new committee member who volunteered to foster an
abandoned kitten; two couples who noticed feral cats and offered to help trap them,
friends and strangers who care enough to call us or security about animal sightings
or animals in trouble. They are selflessly using the gift of their
lives to make BallenIsles a better place.
Naturally yours,
Marianne Guerra

Board Members
Marianne Guerra, President
Linda Hornsby, Vice President
Michael Fabisch, Governance
Jody Passov, Treasurer
Sylvana Klein, Secretary
Jackie Fabisch, Director
Irwin F. Edenzon, Director
Committee Members
Toby Bartosh
Mary Kirby
Brenda Bellowe
Peter Levathes
Kerry Beren
Michaela Mattox
Donna Blanchard
Sandra Mendelson
Margery Block
Rhonda Paston
Rodney Cole
Jack Robbins
Frankie Edenzon
Kathy Seidel
Tibor Feigel
Ellen Setliff
Diane Feldon
Jackie Strumwasser
Lynne Goldstein
Linda Teitelbaum
Judy Grace
Linda Weiss
Denise Johnson
Julie Widett
Lucy Keshavarz
Diana Wright

Thank You!

BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation
would like to thank the
advertisers of this magazine.
All of the costs associated with
publishing and distribution of
Nature Matters are covered by
the advertisements that appear
within each issue. We encourage
the residents of BallenIsles to
patronize these advertisers so we
can continue to provide you with
this wonderful magazine.
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To Advertise in Nature Matters
Call Allison Fogg @ (404) 667-0459 today!
Nature Matters is a publication of COMMUNAlink, Inc. Subject matter published is the opinion of the author and does not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the publisher of this magazine. Professional advice should be obtained before making any decision in which a professional is readily available. Advertisers
assume responsibility for the content of the ads paced in this publication. Material published may not be reproduced without the written permission of
COMMUNAlink.
The information and advertisements contained within this Magazine are provided for the residents of BallenIsles
as a courtesy only. No representations are made as to information presented, the quality of the good or services
advertised, or the veracity of the statements relating to the goods or services. The printing of opinions, information
or advertisements does not constitute an endorsement by the Neighborhood or BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation of
such opinions, information, goods or services.
Contact us today for more information!
(561) 371-0095 • tfogg@communalink.com • www.communalink.com
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In the Spotlight
Bill Blair

1/25/1931 - 2/6/2015
William H. Blair, known to his family
and friends as Bill, moved to 125
VintageIsle Lane in BallenIsles in 2009
with his wife of 39 years Peggy Jane.
As a lover of animals, he was involved
with them for the better part of his life.
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Resident Pet Announcements

Our sincere condolences go out to Joan and Ron
Daniels on the recent passing of their 16-1/2 year old
Havanese, Marco
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Congratulations to Donna and Harty Blanchard for
welcoming Lola into the family. Lola is an 8-monthold Yorkie/Affenpinscher mix from Florida Yorkie
Rescue

In Loving Memory of
Candie Welles Eckhaus
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We rescued Candie 10
years ago. She was as
happy and energetic as a
puppy until the night she
passed at age 15.
We miss her so very much.
Vickie Welles and Jay Eckhaus
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Bill Blair died On February 6, 2015, at
his home in BallenIsles, after battling an
aggressive form of cancer that did not
respond to treatment. Friends, family,
and even acquaintances knew Bill as a
warm, caring, and compassionate man
with a very independent streak. He
lived life to the fullest, dedicating his time, money, and expertise
to dogs and the people who love them.

c
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Born in Manhattan, New York, in
1931, Bill attended the Lawrenceville
boarding school, after which he
went to Yale University, graduating
from there in 1953. He worked as a
manager for various hotels and clubs
from Las Vegas to Miami and used his
financial acumen to help many people
find their path to success.
Bill’s obsession with horses, dogs, and
food (he was a gourmet cook) began
in his younger years. He trained and
showed horses and was a successful
competitor at horse shows. After
moving to Greenwich, Connecticut, he
began to breed and show dogs: mastiffs, terriers, and Pekingese.
Bill became the Delegate for the Pekingese Club of America

in June 1970, serving until 2005. In
2006 he served as the delegate for the
Upper Suncoast Dog training Club, and
from 2007 until his death, he was the
American Kennel Club Delegate for
the Progressive Dog Club (“devoted to
the interest of all toy breeds recognized
by the American Kennel Club”). Bill
was one of two current Delegates
having the longest continuing service
as a Delegate. Over the years, Bill also
served as an AKC dog show judge
at many of the top dog shows in the
United States and Europe.
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Pet Wellness Seminar
The BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation along with the Mandel
JCC held its first Pet Wellness Seminar on April 18, 2015. Mary
C. Fondren, DVM, of the Fondren Pet Care Center and Tibor
Feigel, a behavior specialist and owner of Zen K-9, spoke on a
variety of pet wellness issues. In addition to the speakers, Pet
Haven Rescue brought their adoption bus with numerous dogs
looking for their forever homes. The seminar was well attended
by local residents with many pet questions for both the speakers
and vendors alike.

Tibor Feigel speaking about pet behavior

Dr. Fondren speaking about pet health

Dr. Fondren spoke to attendees about traditional vaccines
and pet care, stressng the importance of dental care for our
pets. She presented safe options for dental maintenance and
recommended appropriate dental treats to support healthy teeth
and gums. Dr. Fondren also addressed how to keep our pets’
ears clean with a handout describing the safest way to clean
their ears and keep them pain free. She answered numerous
questions, including how to identify toxic Bufo toads and what
to do in case of accidental exposure by a pet.
Tibor Feigel, the behavior specialist (and BallenIsles resident),
spoke about the importance of repetition and consistency when
training our pets. To demonstrate, he brought a client’s dog to
show those in attendance exactly how he uses repetition and
consistency when training. An audience member with specific
behavior questions concerning her own dog allowed Feigel
to provide additional pet interactive demonstrations. Tibor’s
session was informative and entertaining, and his insight into
pet behavior was impressive.

Many local vendors provided information, gifts, and door
prizes. Those supporting the event included Animal Hero Kids,
Dog Days and Nights, Pet Haven Rescue, Pet Love in Motion,
Pet Portraits by Keenie Valega, Pet Supplies Plus, Whole
Pet Essentials, Woof Gang Bakery and Grooming, Allstate
Insurance Company, and Arthur R. Marshall Foundation for
the Everglades. BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation thanks all who
participated by attending and supporting the event to make this
Pet Wellness Seminar a success. Feedback from attendees was
overwhelmingly positive, and we hope to follow up with other
pet/wildlife seminars in the future.

Linda and Jack Doser’s dog Dora was so happy to win the basket of
goodies donated by Fondren Pet Care Center
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Great Blue Heron
Whether poised at a river bend or cruising the coastline with
slow, deep wing beats, the Great Blue Heron is a majestic sight.
This stately heron with its subtle blue-gray plumage often stands
motionless as it scans for prey or wades belly deep with long,
deliberate steps. They may move slowly, but Great Blue Herons
can strike like lightning to grab a fish or snap up a gopher. In
flight, look for this widespread heron’s tucked-in neck and long
legs trailing out behind.
The Great Blue Heron is a familiar sight to most Floridians. It
is a permanent resident of wetlands throughout the state, often
seen along ponds, lakes, and canals, in housing developments,
or loafing on boat docks or fishing piers waiting for handouts
from anglers. As its name suggests, the Great Blue Heron is
our largest “dark” heron, although it is frequently mislabeled a
“crane” by the public. Great Blue Herons nest throughout much
of North America and winter south to northern South America.

Size, Shape, and Color

The largest of the North American herons, Great Blue Herons
have long legs, a sinuous neck, and thick, dagger-like bill. Its

head, chest, and wing plumes give a shaggy appearance. Thanks
to specially shaped neck vertebrae the Great Blue Heron can
curl its neck into a tight “S” shape for a more aerodynamic flight
profile and to quickly strike prey at a distance; in flight, its wings
are broad and rounded, and its legs trail well beyond the tail.
They appear blue-gray from a distance, with a wide black stripe
over the eye. In flight, the upper side of the wing is two- toned:
pale on the forewing and darker on the flight feathers. A pure
white subspecies occurs in coastal southern Florida.

Behavior, Habitat, and Food

When hunting, Great Blue Herons wade slowly or stand statuelike, stalking fish and other prey in shallow water or open fields.
Watch for the lightning-fast thrust of the neck and head as they
stab with their strong bills.
Great Blue Herons are found in saltwater and freshwater
habitats, from open coasts, marshes, sloughs, riverbanks, and
lakes to backyard goldfish ponds. They also forage in grasslands
and agricultural fields. Breeding birds
gather in colonies or “heronries” to build
stick nests high off the ground.
Great Blue Herons eat nearly anything
within striking distance, including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, small mammals,
insects, and other birds. They grab smaller
prey in their strong mandibles or use their
dagger-like bills to impale larger fish, often
shaking them to break or relax the sharp
spines before gulping them down whole.

Nesting and Breeding

Male Great Blue Herons collect much of
the nest material, gathering sticks from the
ground and nearby shrubs and trees and
from unguarded and abandoned nests and
presenting them to the female. She weaves
a platform and a saucer-shaped nest cup,
lining it with pine needles, moss, reeds,
dry grass, mangrove leaves, or small twigs.
Nest building can take from 3 days up to
2 weeks; the finished nest can range from
a simple platform measuring 20 inches
across to more elaborate structures used
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over multiple years, reaching 4 feet across and nearly 3.5 feet
deep. Ground-nesting herons use vegetation such as salt grass to
form the nest
Great Blue Herons nest mainly in trees but will also nest on
the ground, on bushes, in mangroves, and on structures such
as duck blinds, channel markers, or artificial nest platforms.
Males arrive at the colony, settle on nest sites, and court passing
females. Colonies can consist of 500 or more individual nests,
with multiple nests per tree built 100 or more feet off the
ground.

“great white heron,” is found nearly exclusively in shallow
marine waters along the coast of very southern Florida,
the Yucatan Peninsula, and in the Caribbean. Where the
dark and white forms overlap in Florida, intermediate birds
known as “Wurdemann’s herons” can be found. They have
the body of a Great Blue Heron, but the white head and
neck of the great white heron.
• The oldest Great Blue Heron, determined from banding
recovery, was 24 years old.
• They often congregate at fish hatcheries, creating potential
problems for the fish farmers, but a study found that herons
ate mostly diseased fish that would have died shortly
anyway. The sick fish spent more time near the surface of
the water where they were more vulnerable to the herons.
Great Blue Herons are graceful in flight and are delightful to
watch as they court, nest, and feed in their natural environment.
Sources:
Reprinted with permission from the Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s Online Bird
Guide at AllAboutBirds.org.
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. 2003, January 6. Florida’s
breeding bird atlas: A collaborative study of Florida’s birdlife. http://www.
myfwc.com/bba/ (Date accessed 5/1/2015).

The male Great Blue is larger than the female. They become
sexually active at 22 months, and the female lays about three
to six eggs. Both parents incubate the eggs; they take turns
to keep them warm and turn the eggs with their bills until the
eggs hatch in about 28 days. Both parents care for and feed the
chicks. The largest chicks receive the most food. Great Blue
chicks are ready to fledge the nest and survive on their own in
about 56 to 60 days.

Cool Facts About Great Blue Herons

• They have specialized feathers on their chests that
continually grow and fray. The herons comb this “powder
down” with a fringed claw on their middle toes, using
the down like a washcloth to remove fish slime and other
oils from their feathers as they preen. Applying the powder
to their under parts protects their feathers against the slime
and oils of swamps.
• They can hunt day and night thanks to a high percentage of
rod-type photoreceptors in their eyes that improve their
night vision but are most active at dusk and dawn.
• Despite their impressive size, they weigh only 5 to 6 pounds
thanks in part to their hollow bones—a feature all birds
share.
• In the northeastern U.S. and southern Canada, they have
benefited from the recovery of beaver populations, which
have created a patchwork of swamps and meadows wellsuited to foraging and nesting.
• The white form of the Great Blue Heron, known as the
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Don’t let an accident spoil your outdoor fun.
By: Ann Marie Batten, Batten Insurance Services
Florida is called The Sunshine State for a reason! With sunshine year round everyone likes to spend time outdoors.
Our area is a mecca for motorized toys.
Many residents in Florida own their own boats, jet-skis, ATV’s, RVs, campers, golf carts and motorcycles. Just look
around on any weekend and you will see families enjoying all sorts of outdoor activities.
Unlike our cars, many of these recreational vehicles are either under-insured or not covered at all! Statistics show that
about 40% of boaters in our waterways do not have any insurance. This goes for jet-skis, ATV’s, RV’s, campers and
golf carts!
Just as with an automobile, one accident can be life changing, so protecting not only our material investment, but our
family as well is a no-brainer. The great part is that the coverage on these type vehicles is so affordable.
For example, an average family of four buys a center console boat that is 25’ long to enjoy weekends on the water to
fish, tube and cruise. A policy to protect their investment and potential damage could be as little as $40.00 per month.
What better way to spend time with our families by creating lasting memories on our boats, motorcycles,
motorhomes, and everything in-between. Just like our home and automobiles, make sure that you and your
investments are protected.
Allstate / Batten Insurance Services has been helping clients with their insurance needs for many years. If you have a
recreational vehicle or are considering making a purchase, stop by or call them to help you figure out the best policy
options to help you protect your purchase and your family. Policy reviews and quotes are a free service.
Allstate- Batten Insurance Services is a full-service insurance agency located at 10130 Northlake Boulevard, in The
Shoppes at Ibis. You can contact them at www.battenins.com or call (561) 627-1806.

Ann Marie Batten (561) 627-1806 AnnMarieBatten@Allstate.com
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DO YOU HAVE RACCOON ISSUES?
HUMANE EVICTION IS THE ONLY WAY TO GO
By Robbie Ruderman, Wildlife Coexistence Director, Animal Hero Kids*
The trapping of raccoons is ineffective and inhumane. Despite
what trappers allege, the majority of trapped raccoons will not
be relocated but rather killed, often in barbaric ways. Trapping
makes orphans out of countless baby raccoons whose chances
of survival are virtually eliminated without their mothers.
Raccoons are also territorial; as a result, when one raccoon
is trapped, another one will quickly move in. Therefore, it is
pointless to trap raccoons. Trapping induces a never-ending and
very costly cycle with dire consequences for the animals.

finished eating, remove the food bowl, preferably within 15 to
30 minutes. If you see a raccoon approaching the dog or cat
food, “haze” (scare) the raccoon away by yelling, making loud
noises (e.g., banging pots together), chasing him or her away,
and/or spraying him or her with a garden hose or water gun.

Fortunately, there is an
intelligent, compassionate, and
proven alternative to trapping
called “humane eviction,” which
utilizes several highly effective
techniques, often in tandem, to
powerfully persuade a raccoon
to leave your property on his or
her own free will. Following are
the most common scenarios that
would attract a raccoon onto
your property, along with the
corresponding humane eviction
procedure.

5. A raccoon is frequenting
your property or has decided
to den in your attic or under
your foundation, pool, deck, or
elsewhere:
a. “Haze” (scare) the raccoon
away by yelling, making loud
noises (e.g., banging pots
together), chasing him or her
away, and/or spraying him or her
with a garden hose or water gun.
b. Leave yard lights on (at night)
and/or place a light inside the
“den” (all day and night).
c. Place a clock radio outside
and put it on talk radio. Choose
a station that will provide
inflammatory commentary in
direct opposition to raccoon’s political leanings.
d. Soak rags in cider vinegar and place in empty coffee tins
(punch holes in covers). Place tins at raccoon’s most frequented
spots or scatter the tins throughout your property.
e. It is essential to evict a mother and her babies from the “den”
before proceeding with “humane exclusion” procedures, which
essentially involve sealing all entry points.

1. A resident is deliberately
feeding a raccoon:
If you or your neighbor is
feeding raccoons, please stop. Feeding wildlife may seem
harmless and even helpful to the animals, but it is actually
extremely detrimental to their well-being. By feeding raccoons,
you are conditioning these animals to lose their natural fear of
humans to a point where they feel comfortable approaching
humans for food. This puts the raccoon at high risk of being
labeled a “nuisance” or “threat” or even “rabid” and then
being trapped and killed for that “unusual” behavior. Feeding
raccoons is also a misdemeanor violation.
2. A raccoon is getting into your garbage:
Do not put garbage bags outside for pick-up. Garbage bags must
be placed inside a garbage container. Put the garbage container
outside on the morning of collection day, not the night before.
Strap down the lid with bungee cords.
3. A raccoon is eating dog or cat food left outdoors:
Remove dog or cat food immediately after feedings. Dogs and
cats have an internal clock, so if you feed them at the exact
same time(s) every day, the dog or cat will be ready and waiting
(assuming he or she is hungry). As soon as the dog or cat has

4. A raccoon is eating out of your birdfeeder:
Squirrel-proof the birdfeeder and relocate it to a place that is
inaccessible to the raccoon, or simply remove the birdfeeder.

6. A raccoon is pooping in your pool:
It is relatively common for raccoons to poop in pools. A pool is
essentially a giant bidet for raccoons and you can’t really blame
them for wanting a clean tushy. If this is the case, buy the “Gator
Guard by Bird-X,” a realistic, life-sized floating alligator head
that users claim deters 9 out of 10 raccoons from pooping in
your pool (or koi pond). You can buy it online for under $50. If
a raccoon is pooping in your pool, it is worth every dollar.
*Feel free to contact me with wildlife questions or emergencies at
727-742-3601 or RescueEducation@AnimalHeroKids.org. And please
visit AnimalHeroKids.org for more information on our educational
programs.
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Wildlife Sightings
2.

1.

1. Margie Block with largemouth bass before she released it
Photograph by Brian Block
2. Bald eagle in flight over the 7th hole of the South course
Photograph by Rodney Cole
3. Strutting peacock on campus
Photograph by Jim Adelman
4. Softshell turtle nesting on 18th hole tee box of East course
Photograph by Charles Beren
5. Bats hanging out in Costa Rica
Photograph by Jim Bloom

3.

4.

5.
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Quackery
By Charles Beren

A few months ago, my wife Kerry and I set up a bird feeder
near our patio. Weeks went by and nary a bird stopped
by for a snack. Fast forward a couple of months and a
squirrel found it. Hanging from a metal shepherds crook,
the only way Rocky, our “adopted” squirrel, could get to
the seed was to climb up the crook onto the feeder and
eat upside down while clinging to it. We were somewhat
happy to see any animal taking advantage of our offering.
Of course, every time Rocky ate, which was often, birdseed
would scatter below. Eventually, the scattered seed was
discovered by Mr.and Mrs. Duck, who stopped by often
for a nosh. Since it was mating season, we were hoping
Donald and Daisy would be laying eggs nearby.
Imagine our
pleasant surprise
a couple of
weeks later when
the new parents
brought their
small brood of
four ducklings-first to feed
and eventually
to swim in our
pool. The small
bundles of
fur had a very
difficult time
getting out of the
pool, but with
encouraging
parents they
prevailed.
About 10
days later,
the ducklings
were growing,
and the whole
duck family
plus Rocky hanging upside down shared in the bounty of
birdseed.

During this time we also have seen several species of
birds, including Cardinal’s and Florida Blue Jays, using our
feeder.

Our cats, Cinnamon and Daisy, spent hours by the
window watching all this activity. They loved it, as we did-seeing these animals nourish themselves in our yard. Oh,
and so did Rocky, our obese 6-pound squirrel. ■

We deal in rare commodities.
Experts who actually manage
your money.

Contact Christopher Facka
to learn more:
(561) 868-7465
©2014 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation.
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Two Great Ground Covers!

Sunshine Mimosa (Mimosa strigillosa)
Blue-Eyed Grass (Sisyrinchium angustifolium or Sisyrinchium xerophyllum)
These Florida native ground covers provide many aesthetic benefits as well as increasing the biodiversity in your yard! Aesthetically,
these perennial plants offer great varying texture and the lower tier of plants needed in the BallenIsles’ “tiered” landscape
requirement as well as color in spring and fall. Use them in front of hedges or flower beds to transition into turf. They are also great
for those bland areas in your yard with too much turf and will help reduce water use and maintenance. Like many native Florida
plants, these ground covers require no fertilizer as they have evolved growing in nutrient poor soils.
Sunshine Mimosa (Mimosa strigillosa) will form a thick
ground cover by colonizing outward and maintaining an overall
height of 2 to 4 inches above ground. In spring and summer
the lavender pink “puffball” flowers, approximately 1 inch in
diameter, stick up just above the green leaves. Mimosa is a
favorite nectar plant of bees and occasionally of butterflies. The
“sensitive plant” is another common name for it because of the
leaves folding up on themselves when touched. Mimosa grows
best under the following conditions:

Blue-Eyed Grass is really a tiny iris that occurs throughout
Florida. Producing a 5-petal sky blue flower, there are two types
available by native plant growers; Sisyrinchium angustifolium
for moist soil, and Sisyrinchium xerophyllum for dry soil. Both
need full sun and have grass-like leaves that for three-fourths
of the year appear to be very pleasant looking clumps of evergreen grass. The leaves of the S. angustifolium are about 6
inches tall and from spring through early summer produce
masses of flowers at the end of each flower stalk. Of the two,
S. angustifolium spreads more rapidly and will eventually
form a “green carpet.” The leaves of S. xerophyllum are 8 to
12 inches tall with flower stalks that stand about 4 to 6 inches
above the foliage and bloom from late summer through fall.
Comparatively, S. xerophyllum is much slower to grow outward
from its main clump; something to keep in mind when deciding
where it should be planted. Although S. xerophyllum may not
produce as many flowers as S. angustifolim, the growing habit of
both types provides a very attractive element as a border plant,
grouped together or mixed with other flowering plants. In
nature, the flower color of both types is sky blue; however, the
nursery trade has developed Sisyrinchiums that produce violet,
purple, and white flowers.

- Full sun to slight shade.
- Well-drained soil but it adapts to a wide variety of soil
types.
- Soil pH 6.2 to 7.1, but will tolerate a pH as low as 4.7.
- Soil moisture that is slightly dry to slightly moist;
drought tolerant once well-established.
- No need for fertilizer. Because this plant has evolved
in areas with little soil nutrients its growth can easily
be thrown off by nitrogen and phosphorus.
- While not an aggressive plant, Mimosa will start to
colonize into adjacent grass or areas with bare soil.
It is easy to control by planting next to shade areas, sidewalks, or
driveways or by using an edger.
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The Story of Three BallenIsles Cats
As Marilyn Canis was preparing to move from her San Marco home into a Palm Bay Club
condo, her 17-year-old Himalayan cat, Sam, died. She missed him terribly and planned
to purchase two Himalayans once she was comfortably settled into her new home.
Soon after Marilyn moved into Palm Bay, a beautiful long-haired black and white cat began appearing at her front door every
morning and early evening for good food and affection. Needless to say, Sophie (named because she “chose” Marilyn), a 4-yearold, spayed female, became hers.
After hearing that Marilyn wanted a companion for Sophie, Mona Roberts called to say that she had a beautiful long-haired
BallenIsles rescue kitten. Marilyn agreed to meet the kitten to see how she might fit into her household. Well that Mona is a sly
one. She came over with a sister and brother, guessing (correctly) that Marilyn wouldn’t separate them.
That’s how Marilyn came to have three BallenIsles rescued cats – Sophie, Madison, and Tyler – all living like royalty for the past
nine years with a doting mother and no inclination to set a paw outside.
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By Jackie Fabisch, Diane Feldon and Judy Grace

Snowbirds
It’s time for our Florida “snowbirds”, the people from up in the North,
To return to their homes for the summer, by car or by plane to go forth.
In the spring, some Florida real birds who flew here away from the snow
Don’t need to pack up to get ready, as flying up North they all go.
While others, who live here in Florida, stay happy here all summer through.
Who stays and who goes is the question—for the answers it’s now up to you.

Activity
Here’s a great bird activity—you can learn who goes or who stays.
You can find out the facts that are needed in one of several ways.
You can take a trip to the library or try Google to learn the info.
Have lots of fun with learning—you’ll become ornithologists in the know.
Put the names of birds that migrate in clouds shown below
Put the ones that stay all summer on the grass –that’s where they go.
(Answers will appear in the July issue of Nature Matters.)

Ospreys
Brown Pelicans
Turkey Vultures
Grackles/Blackbirds
Ibis
Egrets
Herons
Anhingas
Mottled Ducks
Mockingbirds
Sandhill Cranes
Roseate Spoonbills Cormorants
Wood Storks
Gulls
Limpkins
Bald Eagles
White Pelicans
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BallenIsles and Ibis Wildlife Foundations
Gather for End of Season Luncheon

Our guest speakers from the nonnprofit organization
Animal Hero Kids – Voices for the Voiceless, Susan
Hargreaves, founder and author, and Robbie Ruderman,
Wildlife Coexistence Director, provided everyone with
an exceptional educational and informative presentation
about how to coexist with our wildlife. The mission of
Animal Hero Kids is “fostering empathy and kindness
in children and youth by encouraging and recognizing
compassionate and courageous acts that help all species
of animals; and offering complementary, interactive,
humane education programs highlighting stories of the
rescue and aid of animals in need.” We all embrace
their mission, applaud their efforts, and look forward to
working with them in the future.

The BallenIsles Wildlife Foundation hosted a joint
luncheon with the Ibis Wildlife Foundation on
Wednesday, May 6, at the BallenIsles Country Club.
Our goal was to provide both organizations (and
others) the opportunity to share information, ideas, and
resources that would help us to educate our residents
about successfully coexisting with the diverse species of
wildlife with which we share our communities.

All participants left the luncheon feeling hopeful,
inspired, and better informed about how to help our
residents protect themselves, their property, and
the wildlife we are so fortunate to have living in our
communities.
It was a great way to end the season! ■

BALLENISLES WILDLIFE FOUNDATION, INC., A 501©(3) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION BASED IN FLORIDA, DOES NOT SOLICIT CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PERSONS OUTSIDE OF FLORIDA. A COPY
OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE 800-435-7352, WITHIN THE STATE.
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. FLORIDA REGISTRATION #CH41017
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Our clients CHOOSE us because of our expertise.
Our clients STAY with us because of our service.

Boats

RV’s, Campers, and 5th Wheels

Motorcycles

4-Wheelers, ATV’s and Golf Carts

We All Love To Have Fun With Our
Toys – They Need Protection Too

AnnMarieBatten@Allstate.com
(561) 627-1806

Whether you play on the water, in the
woods, on the open road or on the
green, your toys are likely one of your
biggest investments next to your
home. Make sure they're protected
with the proper insurance. Our
motorcycle and boat insurance
INSURANCE
coverage is packaged with liability
SERVICES
protection, along with protection
Shoppes of Ibis
specific to your other toys. And these
10130 Northlake Blvd. #212
packages are usually available with a variety of great
West Palm Beach, FL 33412
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discounts
at very competitive prices.
www.BattenIns.com

BATTEN

